To: Academic Senate, Santa Cruz Division

The following nominations are updates to those appearing in the Call.

**Academic Personnel (CAP)**
Addition: Beth Stephens  
Art

**Admissions & Financial Aid (CAFA)**
Addition: Manel Camps  
Microbiology & Environmental Toxicology

**Affirmative Action & Diversity (CAAD)**
Addition: Yat Li  
Chemistry & Biochemistry
Removal: Phoebe Lam  
Ocean Sciences

**Committee on Committees (COC)**
Addition: Nic Brummell  
Applied Mathematics

**Courses of Instruction (CCI)**
Addition: Lily Balloffet  
Latin American & Latino Studies
Addition: David Bernick  
Biomolecular Engineering
Addition: David Harrison, Chair  
Computer Science and Engineering
Addition: Robert Johnson  
Physics
Addition: Amanda Rysling  
Linguistics
Addition: Vanita Seth  
Politics

**Development and Fundraising (CDF)**
Addition: Shiva Abbaszadeh  
Electrical and Computer Engineering
Addition: Mayanthi Fernando  
Council of Provosts Rep. Kresge; Anthropology
Addition: Enrico Ramirez-Ruiz  
Astronomy & Astrophysics

**Educational Policy (CEP)**
Addition: Vicki Auerbuch Stone  
Microbiology & Environmental Toxicology
Addition: David Cuthbert, Chair  
Theater Arts
Addition: Elizabeth Beaumont  
Politics
Addition: Cormac Flanagan  
Computer Science and Engineering
Addition: Alma Heckman  
History
Addition: Dianne Hendricks  
Biomolecular Engineering
Addition: Kenneth Kletzer  
Economics
Addition: Kyle Parry  
History of Art/Visual Culture
Addition: John Tamkun (W, S)  
Molecular, Cell, & Developmental Biology
Removal: Tanner Wouldgo  
Writing Program

**Faculty Research Lecture (CFRL)**
Addition: Brant Robertson  
Astronomy & Astrophysics
Addition: Yiman Wang  
Film & Digital Media

**Graduate Council (GC)**
Addition: K.C. Fung  
Economics
Addition: Andrew Moore (F, S)  Ocean Sciences
Removal: Francois Monard   Computer Science and Engineering

Information Technology (CIT)
Addition: Hikaru Saijo (F, W)   Economics

International Education (CIE)
Addition: Hannah Ralia (F)   Psychology

Library and Scholarly Communications COLASC)
Removal: Kai Zhu   Environmental Studies

Planning & Budget
Removal: David Cuthbert   Theater Arts

Privilege & Tenure (P&T)
Addition: Robert Boltje   Mathematics
Addition: Emily Brodsky   Earth & Planetary Sciences
Addition: Phillip Hammack (W, S)   Psychology
Addition: Onuttom Narayan, Chair   Physics
Addition: Hamid Sadjadpour   Electrical and Computer Engineering
Removal: Jennifer Derr   History

Research (COR)
Addition: Elliott Campbell   Environmental Studies
Addition: Michael Stone   Chemistry & Biochemistry

Career Equity Review Advisors
Addition: Emily Brodsky   Earth & Planetary Sciences
Addition: Carla Freccero (F)   Literature
Addition: Eileen Zurbriggen   Psychology

P & T Grievance Advisors
Addition: Julie Guthman
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